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Abstract. This chapter reviews experimental studies of long-range dipolar mag-
netic order, of which few examples exist in Nature, in crystals of single-molecule
magnets. Quantum annealing by a transverse magnetic field enables one to explore
the ground state of highly anisotropic SMMs, such as Mn12 and Fe8, both of which
order ferromagnetically below Tc = 0.9 K and 0.6 K, respectively. In Mn12 acetate,
molecular tilts caused by the disorder in the orientations of some solvent molecules
affect dramatically the character of the field-induced transition, which agrees with
the predictions of the random-field Ising model. The existence of a quantum crit-
ical point has been shown in crystals of Fe8 clusters, which are among the best
realizations of the archetypical quantum Ising model in a transverse magnetic field.
1.1 Introduction
Dipolar interactions are ubiquitous in Nature. A dipolar magnetic moment
µi, e.g. a magnetic ion, generates a magnetostatic field that affects other
dipoles µj located in its surroundings. The coupling energy between any pair
of dipoles separated by a position vector rij can be expressed as follows
Hdip,ij = −
[
3 (µirij) (µjrij)
rij5
− µiµj
rij3
]
(1.1)
Dipolar interactions are known to affect the physical behavior of magnetic
materials in a number of ways. They often dominate the line broadening
of resonance spectra measured on paramagnets [1]. In magnetically ordered
materials, an important manifestation is the formation of magnetic domains
pointing along different orientations [2]. However, dipolar interactions often
play but a minor role in determining the intrinsic magnetic structure. In order
to better understand why this is the case, let us consider a specific and simple
example: pure metallic iron. Iron is a ferromagnet below a Curie temperature
Tc = 1046 K. The typical dipolar energy between nearest neighbor Fe atoms
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Fig. 1.1. Luttinger and Tisza [4] solutions for the ground-state configurations of
interacting magnetic dipoles located on each of the three Bravais cubic lattices
amounts to approximately 0.5 K. Clearly, dipolar interactions are much weaker
than exchange interactions, of quantum mechanical origin, and the later drive
the onset of magnetic order in iron as well and in the vast majority of magnetic
materials. The same argument explains why it is so difficult to find systems in
Nature showing pure dipolar magnetic order. Even relatively weak exchange
couplings, difficult to avoid, might dominate over dipolar interactions.
Brief survey of theoretical studies
Not surprisingly, the first steps in the study of dipolar magnetism were almost
exclusively of a theoretical nature. Compared with the situation met when
exchange interactions are dominant, the problem statement is appealingly
simple. Interactions are known, and given by Eq. (1.1), and all that needs
to be done is to minimize the free energy of a given lattice of dipoles over
all possible configurations. However, its numerical solution is complicated by
the long-range character of dipolar interactions. Early attempts consisted of
numerical calculations (carried out without the aid of a computer!) of the
energies of some configurations of classical dipoles located in simple lattices [3].
It was not until 1946 that J. M. Luttinger and L. Tisza found a rigorous
method that enables finding the ground state configurations for simple, body-
centered, and face-centered cubic lattices [4]. This method was later extended
to cover lattices with up to two equivalent dipoles per unit cell [5] and to even
more complex lattices in the case of strongly anisotropic (Ising-like) dipoles [6].
The ordering of dipolar Ising crystals was reanalyzed in [7], where a simple
expression for the interaction energy between chains of spins pointing along
their anisotropy axes was derived. Finally, the ordering temperatures of some
materials have been determined by Monte Carlo calculations [7–9].
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Fig. 1.2. Molecular structure of Mn12 acetate (left) and molecular packing in the
tetragonal unit cell (center). This molecular crystal provides a close approximation
to a tetragonal lattice of strongly anisotropic (Ising-like) spins, coupled via dipole-
dipole interactions (right)
It follows from these results that the ground state configurations are dic-
tated by lattice symmetry. In cubic systems (see Fig. 1.1), for instance, lattices
with low coordination numbers (diamond and simple cubic lattices) order an-
tiferromagnetically, whereas face centered and body centered lattices are fer-
romagnetic. The same argument applies, within a certain range of parameters
(determined by the ratio c/a), for tetragonal and hexagonal lattices [7, 10].
The existence of dipolar ferromagnetism was, however, questioned by Lut-
tinger and Tisza themselves, and thought to depend upon the shape of the
specimen [4]. The argument is that the onset of a spontaneous magnetization
gives rise, in any finite sample, to an additional increase in magnetostatic
energy that depends on its demagnetizing tensor. The existence of a well-
defined ground state for macroscopic lattices at zero magnetic field, indepen-
dent of the specimen’s shape, was demonstrated more than 20 years latter by
R. B. Griffiths [11]. This result suggests that dipolar ferromagnets, like any
other ferromagnetic material, tend to subdivide into magnetic domains below
Tc [12]. Some other important theoretical results worth mentioning here are
the existence of important zero-point fluctuations [13] and the prediction that
three-dimensional dipolar lattices provide close approximations of mean-field
models. In particular, the marginal dimensionality for mean-field behavior is
d∗ = 3 in an Ising dipolar ferromagnet [14].
Experimental realizations: single molecule magnets
For the reasons mentioned above, experimental realizations of dipolar lat-
tices are scarce, even today. Best-known examples are provided by crystals
of lanthanide-based compounds [15–22]. Exchange interactions between lan-
thanide ions are weak, on account of the localization of 4f electrons. In lattices
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with sufficiently separated ions, dipolar interactions might therefore become of
comparable and even dominating strength. In these cases, ordering tempera-
tures are often very low, typically below 100 mK. An outstanding exception is
represented by LiHoF4, which orders ferromagnetically at Tc = 1.54 K [15,18].
However, in the later case the underlying physics is somewhat complicated by
the existence of non-negligible exchange interactions and rather strong hyper-
fine couplings [23,24].
Crystals of molecular nanomagnets [25–29] are suitable candidate materi-
als to investigate magnetic order of pure dipolar lattices (see Fig. 1.2). Each
of these single-molecule magnets (SMMs) is an electrically neutral entity, in
which the magnetic core is surrounded, thus also isolated from its neighbors,
by a shell of organic ligands. Many of these molecules have large spins (e.g.
S = 10 for Mn12 and Fe8 clusters), and therefore large magnetic moments
µ = gµBS, where g is the molecular gyromagnetic factor. Dipolar interactions
are then relatively strong and often dominate over the very weak, if present at
all, exchange interactions. Ordering temperatures are expected to be of the or-
der of 0.5 K or even higher [7], which considerably simplifies the experimental
study of the magnetic phase transitions by a variety of techniques, including
heat capacity, magnetic susceptibility, and magnetic neutron diffraction.
From a fundamental point of view, these crystals provide close to ideal
realizations of physical models, such as the quantum Ising model [30], of broad
interest for physics. Dipolar interactions also affect the spin dynamics. This
effect is particularly important at very low temperatures, when spin flips occur
predominantly via pure tunneling processes. Under these conditions, dipolar
bias fields energetically detune states between which tunneling takes place,
and magnetic relaxation becomes a collective phenomenon [31]. It follows
then that not only the equilibrium state, but also the rate at which this state
is attained strongly depend on the onset of magnetic order below Tc [32].
Knowing the equilibrium magnetic state is therefore a necessary pre-requisite
to fully understand magnetic relaxation and quantum tunneling phenomena
observed at very low temperatures [33–39]. A particularly attractive question
is the competition between dipolar interactions, typically weak, and quantum
fluctuations, which are strong in molecular nanomagnets and can be made
even stronger via the application of an external magnetic field, eventually
leading to a quantum phase transition [40,41].
The information gained via these studies can also be of relevance to other
scientific fields and even to applications. In many aspects (e.g., the existence
of magnetic memory effects at sufficiently low temperatures, associated with a
strong magnetic anisotropy), crystals of SMMs are equivalent to ordered and
monodisperse arrays of magnetic nanoparticles. The study of dipolar interac-
tions in the former provides useful information on the nature of the collec-
tive magnetic response of coupled nanomagnets [42]. The onset of long-range
magnetic order reduces the entropy of the spin lattice, which rapidly vanishes
below Tc. This effect ultimately limits the lowest temperature attainable by
adiabatic demagnetization methods. Molecular nanomagnets are among the
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best magnetic coolers at liquid Helium temperatures [43]. The study of dipo-
lar ordering in these materials, and how it depends on crystal symmetry and
magnetic anisotropy, is then of practical interest for magnetic refrigeration
technologies.
Outline of the chapter
The present chapter is written from an experimental perspective. Its aim is
mainly to show, with the help of examples, the existence of dipolar order
in some of the most famous single-molecule magnets, in particular Mn12 ac-
etate and Fe8, how these phenomena have been experimentally uncovered,
and what physics can be learned from it. Section 1.2 provides a very basic
theoretical background on the interactions that play a role in determining the
physical behavior of SMMs lattices, and their respective effects. This section
introduces also mean-field approximations, which are simple and therefore
especially convenient to analyze the results of experiments. Section 1.3 dis-
cusses one of the most serious difficulties faced by such experiments and which
is related to the slow relaxation of molecular nanomagnets. This section also
shows how measurements of the magnetization dynamics and hysteresis can
be used to estimate the effective intermolecular interaction fields. Sections 1.4
to 1.6 describe the results of experimental studies of magnetic order performed
on several molecular materials. The experiments performed on Mn12 (section
1.5) and Fe8 (section 1.6) illustrate that highly interesting physical phenom-
ena result from the competition between dipolar interactions and transverse
magnetic fields. The last section 1.7 summarizes the main conclusions and
suggests possible evolutions of this research field.
Most of the results described in this chapter refer to work done, and pub-
lished [44–49], in the course of the past decade. Yet, it contains a few original
aspects too, in particular the determination of the interaction fields in Mn12
acetate that is included in section 1.3. Also, the interpretation of some of
the experimental results are re-examined on the basis of subsequent theoreti-
cal [10] and experimental [50] developments.
1.2 Theoretical background
1.2.1 Spin Hamiltonian
The spin Hamiltonian of a lattice of SMMs coupled via dipolar interactions
can be written as follows
H = 1
2
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Hdip,ij +
∑
i
H0,i +
∑
i
HZ,i (1.2)
where the dipolar interaction Hamiltonian Hdip,ij is given by Eq.(1.1), H0,i
gives the magnetic anisotropy of each isolated molecule
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Fig. 1.3. Left: Structure of magnetic energy levels of a generic SMM. The spin
reversal can take place via a thermally activated mechanism or via pure quantum
tunneling processes. Right: Zero-field specific heat of Fe8, whose molecular struc-
ture is shown in the inset. Above the blocking temperature Tb, the experimental
data (dots) agree with the equilibrium specific heat, obtained from Monte Carlo
calculations (solid line). Below Tb, it decreases rapidly, showing no hint of the phase
transition to long-range magnetic order
H0 = −DS2z +BS4z + E
(
S2x − S2y
)
+
C
2
(
S4+ + S
4
−
)
+ . . . (1.3)
where D, B, E, C, ... are anisotropy parameters, and
HZ = −gµBHzSz − gµBH⊥ (Sx cosφ+ Sy sinφ) (1.4)
describes the Zeeman interaction with an external magnetic field H, having
components Hz along the anisotropy axis z and H⊥ perpendicular to it, where
φ is the azimuthal angle of H in the xy plane.
The zero-field energy level scheme of a generic SMM with Ising-like uniax-
ial anisotropy (i.e. with D > 0 and weak higher-order anisotropies) is schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 1.3. ”Diagonal” terms (i.e. those commuting with Sz) give
rise to a classical energy barrier Ucl = DS
2 − BS4, separating spin-up (i.e.
eigenstates of Sz with eigenvalue m > 0) from spin-down states (with m < 0).
Off-diagonal terms (i.e. non-commuting with Sz), induce quantum tunneling
between magnetic states ±m, at zero field, and between m and −m−n, with
n integer, at the ”crossing fields”
Hz,n(m) = n(D/gµB)
{
1 +B
[
m2 + (m+ n)2
]
/D
}
(1.5)
At these fields, the classical degeneracy between the crossing levels is lifted
by a finite quantum tunnel splitting ∆m.
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The first term in Eq. (1.2) induces, below a critical temperature Tc, a
phase transition to a long-range magnetically ordered state, which is mainly
determined by crystal symmetry and lattice parameters [7]. Magnetic interac-
tions compete with the polarization induced by an external magnetic field H.
In addition, and similarly to what happens with exchange-coupled spin sys-
tems [51], both the nature of the ensuing magnetic order and Tc are affected
by the magnetic anisotropy. A particular case, which is highly relevant to most
SMMs, arises when the uniaxial anisotropy is much stronger than dipolar in-
teractions. More specifically, when the zero-field splitting Ω0 ' (2S − 1)D
that separates the ground and first excited level doublets of Eq. (1.3) is much
larger than the characteristic interaction energy, given by kBTc, the dipolar
Hamiltonian (1.1) can be simplified to the following Ising interaction Hamil-
tonian
Hdip,ij ' −
[
3 (µi,zzij) (µj,zzij)
rij5
− µi,zµj,z
rij3
]
(1.6)
involving only Sz.
Zero-field magnetic ground states and ordering temperatures Tc of some
specific lattice symmetries, relevant to some particular SMMs systems, have
been determined using Monte Carlo calculations based on the Ising Hamilto-
nian (1.6) [7, 45, 47]. Results of some of these calculations are listed in Table
1.1.
1.2.2 Mean-field approximations
An even simpler method to treat the effect of interactions is to make use
of a mean-field approximation, which is especially well suited to deal with
dipolar magnets [14]. For simplicity, in the following I consider a lattice of
spins ordering ferromagnetically. Within the mean-field approximation, the
spin Hamiltonian (1.2) reduces itself to an effective Hamiltonian for a single
spin (say spin i)
Table 1.1. Magnetic ordering temperatures of some crystals of SMMs. The fifth and
sixth columns show data calculated, for pure dipolar interactions, using Monte Carlo
and mean-field methods, respectively. The seventh column provides experimental
data. Na stands for data that are ”not available”
System lattice spin D/kB(K) T
MC
c (K) T
MF
c T
exp
c (K)
Mn4Me monoclinic 9/2 0.69 0.1 na 0.21(2) [45]
Mn6 monoclinic 12 0.013 0.22 na 0.15(1) [44]
Fe8 triclinic 10 0.294 0.54 [7] na 0.60(5) [49]
Mn12ac tetragonal 10 0.6 0.5 [7] 0.8 [76] 0.9(1) K [46]
Fe17 trigonal 35/2 0.02 na na 0.8 [65]
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H = H0 − gµBHzSz − gµBH⊥ (Sx cosφ+ Sy sinφ)− Jeff〈Sz〉TSz (1.7)
where 〈Sz〉T is the thermal equilibrium average of Sz and
Jeff =
−(gµB)2
2
∑
j 6=i
(
3z2ij
rij5
− 1
rij3
)
(1.8)
is an effective interaction constant. The last term in Eq.(1.7) can also be
written as a Zeeman interaction −gµBHeff,zSz with a mean-field magnetic
bias
Heff,z =
Jeff
gµB
〈Sz〉T (1.9)
The mean-field Hamiltonian (1.7) is appealing for experimentalists, be-
cause it allows a relatively easy comparison to different measurable quanti-
ties. Above Tc, the intrinsic (i.e. free from demagnetization effects) equilibrium
longitudinal magnetic susceptibility χi,zz follows Curie-Weiss law
χi,zz =
C
T − θ (1.10)
where C is the Curie constant and θ = Tc is the Weiss temperature. Notice
that Eq.(1.10) also applies to dipolar lattices ordering antiferromagnetically.
In the latter case, however, θ < 0. Analytical expressions for θ and C can
be found for specific limiting situations. For instance, when the magnetic
anisotropy is very strong as compared to both dipolar interactions and kBT ,
each molecular spin behaves effectively as a spin-1/2 system. Under these
conditions (i.e. for D →∞), Eq. (1.7) reduces to an effective spin-1/2 Hamil-
tonian
H ' −µBSH⊥ (gxσx cosφ+ gyσy sinφ)−gzµBSHzσz−JeffS2〈σz〉Tσz (1.11)
where the σ’s are Pauli spin operators, gz ' g, and gx and gy depend on the
ratio between off diagonal and diagonal anisotropy parameters (i.e. on E/D,
C/D, etc). The Curie constant and Weiss temperature then read as follows
C = n
(gµBS)
2
3kB
θ =
JeffS
2
kB
(1.12)
where n is the concentration of molecular spins per unit of volume. The sus-
ceptibility χpowder of randomly oriented crystals χpowder = (1/3)(χi,xx+χi,yy+
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χi,zz). Often, especially close to Tc, χi,zz  χi,xx , χi,yy. Therefore, the sus-
ceptibility of powdered samples also follows Curie-Weiss law (1.10).
Strictly speaking, equation (1.10) applies to the case of an infinitely long
cylindrical sample, whose long axis coincides with z. For real samples of finite
size, demagnetizing effects play a role [52–54]. The susceptibility that is actu-
ally measured in a experiment in then approximately given by the following
expression
χzz ' χi,zz
1 + χi,zzN˜zz
(1.13)
where it has been considered, for simplicity, that the z axis corresponds to a
principal axis of the demagnetization tensor N˜ . Notice that, at T = θ, χzz,exp
no longer diverges but approaches χmax = 1/Nzz.
An additional attractive feature of mean-field models is that they can
readily include effects of quantum fluctuations, induced by either the mag-
netic anisotropy or transverse magnetic fields [46], and of molecular disor-
der [10, 50], both of which are cumbersome to deal with using Monte Carlo
calculations. These effects give rise to interesting physical phenomena and are
also particularly relevant to experimental situations met with some molecular
crystals, such as those described below in sections 1.5 and 1.6.
1.3 Dipolar order vs single-molecule magnet behavior
1.3.1 Magnetic order and relaxation towards thermal equilibrium
The above considerations about magnetic ordering apply only provided that
spins reach thermal equilibrium, i.e. the state of minimum free energy, below
Tc. Relaxation to equilibrium is brought about by the coupling of spins with
vibrations of the crystal lattice, which acts as a thermal bath [55–57]. The rate
depends on the strength of spin-phonon couplings but also on the structure
of magnetic energy levels and the nature of the energy eigenstates. Here,
the magnetic anisotropy plays a second, very important role. In many of the
best-known single-molecule magnets (SMMs), and as it has been described in
detail in previous chapters of this book, relaxation becomes in fact hindered
at low temperatures by the presence of high anisotropy energy barriers. This
question represents, in fact, one of the most serious difficulties encountered in
the search for dipolar magnetic order in crystals of SMMs.
For temperatures not much lower than the zero-field splitting Ω0, re-
laxation to thermal equilibrium proceeds via thermally activated processes,
whose characteristic relaxation time τ ' τ0 exp(U/kBT ) increases exponen-
tially with decreasing temperature [58]. For any given experimental time τe,
spins ”freeze”, i.e. they deviate from thermal equilibrium below a superpara-
magnetic ”blocking” temperature Tb = U/kB ln(τe/τ0). Here, the pre-factor τ0
gives the order of magnitude of excited levels lifetimes and U is usually smaller
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than Ucl because spins can flip by tunneling via intermediate states [59–62].
Pure ground state tunneling events might provide also an alternative path
for the spin system to approach long-range ordering [32]. However, these pro-
cesses are usually very slow. For instance, tunneling times measured on Fe8
are of order 104 s [36], while in Mn12 acetate they are probably longer than
2 months [63]. Therefore, often Tb > Tc and the underlying magnetic order
remains hidden.
The situation can be best illustrated with the help of a specific example.
Figure 1.3 shows the specific heat c of Fe8 measured at zero field [39, 64].
Monte Carlo simulations predict a maximum in c signalling the onset of fer-
romagnetic order at Tc ' 0.5 K [7]. However, experimental data deviate from
equilibrium already at Tb = 1.3 K, decreasing exponentially with T and show-
ing no evidence whatsoever for the existence of a phase transition.
The search for dipolar order must therefore be oriented towards crystals of
molecular nanomagnets with sufficiently fast spin-lattice relaxation, i.e. those
having Tb < Tc. Funnily, the goal is just the opposite to that of finding single-
molecules with long-lasting magnetic memory, which has been the main stream
of activity in this research field. A remarkable intermediate situation was
found in crystals of Fe17 SMMs, with a very high spin S = 35/2 [65,66]. These
clusters can be packed in two different crystal structures, of cubic and trigonal
symmetries, respectively. The critical temperatures associated with dipolar
magnetic order in these lattices are different, with Tc(cubic) < Tc(trigonal).
In the cubic case, a situation similar to that described above for Fe8 arises,
thus the system behaves as a SMM with a blocking temperature Tb ' 0.5 K.
In the trigonal case, Tc ' 0.8 K, thus larger than Tb. As a result, both the
equilibrium heat capacity and magnetic susceptibility show clear indications of
the onset of long-range dipolar order. Further examples in which equilibrium
conditions can be attained down to sufficiently low temperatures are described
in detail in sections 1.4 to 1.6.
1.3.2 Influence of dipolar interactions on magnetic relaxation and
spin tunneling
Dipolar interactions modify also the nature and rates of magnetic relaxation
processes. In the paramagnetic state, magnetic fields Hd vary from one lattice
point to another. Near a crossing magnetic field, Hz,n(m), the longitudinal
Hd,z acting on a given molecule detunes energetically states m and −m −
n, which would otherwise be in resonance. The effect is to block quantum
tunneling processes between these states, the more so the smaller the ratio
∆m/ξd(m), where the bias ξd = gµB|m − m′|Hd,z. As a result, thermally
activated tunneling takes place predominantly via spin levels for which this
ratio is not too far from unity [60].
The effect of dipolar interactions becomes even more dramatic at very
low temperatures, when only the ground state doublet (±S at H = 0) is
populated. Since ∆S is usually many orders of magnitude smaller than the
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typical ξd(S), only those molecules for which the local bias is either smaller
than∆S or can be compensated by hyperfine interactions with magnetic nuclei
are able to flip their spin [31,67]. Relaxation becomes then a purely collective
process, because the tunneling of each spin changes the local fields acting on
other crystal sites. The rate and time evolution depend on the symmetry of
the lattice and also on whether the system is evolving towards a paramagnetic
or a magnetically ordered state [32,68,69].
Transverse dipolar field components Hd,x and Hd,y affect also spin tun-
neling and relaxation processes. Off-diagonal anisotropy terms in Eq.(1.3) are
even. Therefore, they can only connect states m and m′ provided that |m−m′|
is even too [70]. This condition applies at zero field, but not at some of the
crossing fields defined by Eq. (1.14). In particular, tunneling would be strictly
forbidden at crossing fields with odd ”n”. Transverse dipolar fields can con-
tribute to break down such ”selection rules”, as they enable the quantum
mixing between any pair of states [60]. This effect explains why magnetiza-
tion steps (see Fig. 1.4) are observed at all crossing fields even in very precisely
aligned crystals that are free from molecular disorder [71].
1.3.3 Experimental determination of the average interaction fields
The first of the effects described above provides a suitable method to measure
the effective interaction field Heff,z [cf Eq.(1.9)]. The method makes use of
the strong sensitivity of quantum tunneling to the presence of even small bias
magnetic fields. Tunneling resonances occur at well defined local magnetic
fields Hz,n(m) given by Eq. (1.5). However, the magnetic bias field acting on
each molecule in a crystal consists of the applied field Hz plus contributions
arising from the interactions with other molecules. The resonant field must
therefore fulfill the following approximate condition
Hz,n(m) = Hz − N˜zzMz +Heff,z (1.14)
where Mz = ngµB〈Sz〉T is the volumic longitudinal magnetization and n is
the concentration of spins per unit of volume. It can be expected that Heff,z
depends on the spin configuration of a crystal, i.e. on Mz, thus the external
field Hz that fulfills condition (1.14) also does.
This dependence can be explored experimentally by sweeping the magnetic
field back and forth across a given crossing field. Figure 1.4 shows the mag-
netization measured as this procedure is repeated near the first crossing field
(n = 1) of Mn12 acetate, at T = 2.5 K. The magnetization step, associated
with this first tunneling resonance, shifts towards lower Hz as M increases. In
fact, the dependence is close to linear, thus showing that the effective Heff,z
is nearly proportional to Mz too. Correcting from the demagnetization factor
of the crystal, Eq. (1.14) gives Heff,z ' λMz, with λ ≡ Jeff/n(gµB)2 ' 6. For
a magnetically polarized crystal of Mn12 acetate, with Mz = Ms ' 96 G, the
maximum Heff amounts then to approximately 575 Oe. Taking into account
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Fig. 1.4. A: Magnetization hysteresis loop of Mn12 acetate measured at T = 2.5 K.
The inset shows the structure of magnetic energy levels of this molecule at the first
crossing fieldH1, which corresponds to the magnetization step observed near µ0Hz =
0.45 T. B: Magnetization of Mn12 measured as the magnetic field is swept back
and forth across this tunneling resonance. C: Magnetization derivative determined
from these data. D: Position of dMz/dHz maxima (resonant fields) as a function of
magnetization
the experimental uncertainties involved (mainly associated with the accuracy
in the determination of the demagnetization factor) this value agrees well with
Heff = 515 ± 85 Oe, reported in Ref. [72]. In the latter work, the hysteresis
loop of fast relaxing Mn12 molecules [73] was used to monitor the magnetic
field created by the standard, slower relaxing ones.
These results give also the opportunity to estimate the effective, or
mean-field, interaction constant Jeff/kB ' 7.5 × 10−3 K. For Mn12 clusters,
Ω0/kB ' 19 K, thus it is much larger than Tc. Mean-field Eqs. (1.10) and
(1.12) are therefore applicable. The above value of Jeff gives then rise to a
critical temperature Tc = 0.75 K for Mn12 acetate, close to the experimental
Tc ∼ 0.9 K (see section 1.5).
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1.4 Dipolar order of molecular nanomagnets with low
magnetic anisotropy. Ferromagnetism in Mn6
One of the simplest ways to obtain a dipolar magnet is to look for high-spin
molecules having sufficiently weak magnetic anisotropy, thus also low energy
barriers opposing the spin reversal. In this section, I briefly describe results
of experiments performed on one of such molecules, Mn6O4Br4(Et2dbm)6,
hereafter abbreviated as Mn6 [44, 47,74].
The molecular core of Mn6, shown in the inset of Fig. 1.5, is a highly sym-
metric octahedron of Mn3+ ions (with spin s = 2) that are ferromagnetically
coupled via strong intra-cluster super-exchange interactions. Its ground mag-
netic state is a S = 12 multiplet. The net magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
this cluster proves to be very small, with D ' 0.013 K [44, 47]. The classical
energy barrier separating spin-up and spin-down states is then Ucl/kB ' 1.9
K, much smaller than Ucl/kB ' 70 K found for Mn12 clusters. Mn6 crystal-
lizes in a monoclinic lattice with 4 molecules per unit cell [74] bound together
only by Van der Waals forces. Inter-cluster super-exchange interactions are
therefore expected to be negligible.
As a result of its weak magnetic anisotropy, the equilibrium magnetic
susceptibility and specific heat of Mn6 can be measured down to very low
temperatures. Curves measured for H = 0 are shown in Fig. 1.5. Contribu-
tions associated with lattice vibrations and hyperfine interactions dominate
c measured above 2 K and below 100 mK, respectively. Between these two
limits, c is mainly due to the thermal population of molecular spin levels,
split by the magnetic anisotropy and dipole-dipole interactions [cf Eq. (1.2)].
This magnetic contribution shows a sharp peak at 0.15(2) K. The magnetic
entropy change, estimated from data measured between 0.08 K and 4 K,
amounts to 3.4kB per molecule, thus very close to the maximum entropy
∆Sm = kB ln(2S + 1) = 3.22kB of a S = 12 spin multiplet. It therefore seems
appropriate to assign the peak in c to the onset of long-range magnetic order.
It is worth pointing out that the magnetic anisotropy of Mn6, despite its
weakness, leaves its mark on the nature of the long-range order that arises
below Tc. The magnetic entropy change measured between 0.08 K and Tc
amounts to about 1kB per spin, thus not far above ∆Sm = kB ln(2) = 0.7kB
that is expected for an effective spin-1/2 system. This shows that, because of
the low value of Tc, mainly the lowest energy spin states (with m = ±12) take
part in the magnetic ordering.
Information on the character of the magnetic order, i.e. whether it corre-
sponds to a ferro- or antiferromagnetic phase, can be obtained from the ac
magnetic susceptibility data shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.5. The
real susceptibility component χ′ shows a sharp maximum at Tc = 0.161(2) K,
close to the ordering temperature estimated from heat capacity measurements.
These data are compared with the paramagnetic susceptibility of Mn6, calcu-
lated by taking into account the effects of the magnetic anisotropy and of the
sample’s demagnetization factor. The experimental susceptibility lies clearly
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Fig. 1.5. Left: Dots, zero-field specific heat of Mn6; dotted line, phonon contribu-
tion; dashed line: Schottky contribution due to crystal field splitting of the S=12
multiplet as calculated with Eq.(1.3) for D/kB = 0.013 K; dotted curve: nuclear
contribution expected from the 55Mn nuclear spins. Solid line: equilibrium specific
heat derived from Monte Carlo calculations, and including all previous contributions
as well as the effects of dipole-dipole interactions. The inset shows a sketch of the
symmetric octahedral core of each Mn6 molecule, with total spin S = 12. Right:
Real component of the ac susceptibility of Mn6 measured at several frequencies.
The solid line gives the paramagnetic susceptibility of non interacting Mn6 clusters.
These calculations include the effects of the zero-field splitting and of demagnetizing
fields
above this prediction, thus suggesting that the magnetic order in Mn6 is fer-
romagnetic, i.e., that θ > 0 in Eq. (1.10). Figure 1.6 shows indeed that, above
Tc, the intrinsic magnetic susceptibility χi, corrected for demagnetization ef-
fects, follows accurately Curie-Weiss law, with C = 0.034(1) emuK/g Oe and
θ = 0.20(3) K. These data agree with the fact that three-dimensional dipolar
lattices must be close approximations of mean-field models. The ferromagnetic
nature of the ordered phase is also confirmed by the fact that relatively weak
magnetic fields completely suppress the heat capacity maximum [44,47].
The dipolar magnetic order in Mn6 has been investigated by means of
Monte Carlo simulations, which are described in detail in refs. [44, 47]. As
it has been have argued in section 1.2, because Ucl/kB  Tc only states
with m = ±12 are appreciably populated at and below Tc. This justifies the
use of the Ising Hamiltonian (1.6) to describe the magnetic ordering of Mn6
molecular nanomagnets.
Monte Carlo simulations show that the ground state is ferromagnetically
ordered, as observed, and predict a shape for c that is in reasonably good
good agreement with the experiment. The solid line in Fig. 1.5 shows c cal-
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Fig. 1.6. Reciprocal magnetic susceptibility of Mn6 corrected for demagnetization
effects. The solid line is a least-squares fit of a Curie-Weiss law to the data measured
above 0.3 K
culated assuming that all molecular anisotropy axes (z) point along one of
the two nearly equivalent short axes of the actual lattice. Similar results were
obtained for other orientations of the anisotropy axes. These simulations give
Tc = 0.22 K, which is slightly above the experimental Tc = 0.161(2) K. As
it was argued in [47], this difference can be assigned to the finite value of
the anisotropy. Model calculations, performed for the same crystal structure
but assuming classical Heisenberg spins with varying anisotropy show that
different ferromagnetic ground states are possible, depending on the compe-
tition between local crystal field effects and long-range dipolar interactions.
The strong dependence of variation of Tc on the sign and orientation of the
magnetic anisotropy, as well as the form of the calculated and observed spe-
cific heat anomalies turn out to be specific for dipolar interactions, and differ
widely from the analogues for usual ferromagnets, coupled via super-exchange
interactions [51].
Spin dynamics close to Tc
Ac susceptibility data provide also interesting information on the dynamics of
spins close to and below Tc. The maximum value of χ
′ is seen to weakly vary
with the frequency ω/2pi of the ac excitation magnetic field. This variation
suggests that, for the highest frequencies employed in these experiments, spins
begin to deviate from equilibrium already above Tc. A more dramatic effect is
observed below the ordering temperature. The real susceptibility component
χ′ decreases rapidly, thus suggesting that the ferromagnetic response is also
being blocked by slow relaxation processes.
These phenomena can be understood, at least qualitatively, if one takes
into account once more the finite magnetic anisotropy of Mn6 clusters. The
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superparamagnetic blocking of Mn6 spins is expected to occur at Tb '
DS2/kB ln(1/ωτ0). Setting τ0 = 10
−8 s, which is a typical value found for other
SMMs, gives Tb ' 0.25 K for ω/2pi = 7.7 kHz. In other words, for T → Tc,
the approach to equilibrium begins to be hindered by the anisotropy barrier
of each molecular spin. These estimates have been confirmed by recent exper-
iments performed on different derivatives of Mn6, which show slightly lower
values of Tc [75]. In these samples, a frequency-dependent super-paramagnetic
blocking is observed below 0.2 K.
Below Tc, the slow magnetic relaxation contributes to ”pin” magnetic do-
main walls. This effect accounts for the sharp decrease observed in the linear
magnetic susceptibility. The dynamics associated with the displacement of
domain walls in Ising-like dipolar ferromagnets had not been simulated un-
til recently [76]. The present experiments suggest that, in the case of Mn6,
the magnetization dynamics close to Tc seems to be dominated by thermal
fluctuations. An interesting question that needs to be addressed by future ex-
perimental work is whether domain walls move by flipping one molecular spin
at a time or via a collective process.
1.5 Dipolar order in a transverse magnetic field.
Ferromagnetism in Mn12 acetate
1.5.1 Magnetic ordering via pure quantum tunneling
For many of the best known SMMs, magnetic anisotropy barriers are so high
that, close to Tc, thermally activated spin flips take place in time scales that
are much longer than the typical experimental time scales. Under these con-
ditions, only pure spin tunneling events contribute to the magnetization dy-
namics. The precise mechanism by which quantum tunneling enables the spin
system to exchange energy with the lattice is not yet fully understood. How-
ever, in spite of their intrinsically quantum nature and the fact that they are
independent of temperature, experiments show that these quantum fluctua-
tions are nevertheless able to bring the spin system to equilibrium with the
thermal bath [45, 64, 77, 78]. These processes enable also the onset of long-
range magnetic order in crystals of SMMs. However, as it has been mentioned
above, they are also rather slow, with time scales of the order of many hours
for Fe8 or even months, as it is the case for Mn12 clusters.
Quantum tunneling can be, to some extent, controlled by chemical design.
The symmetry of the cluster magnetic cores determines the structure of the
spin Hamiltonian (1.3). Lowering the molecular symmetry allows the presence
of lower order off-diagonal terms, which contribute to enhance quantum tun-
neling probabilities. In clusters with a Mn4O3X cubane magnetic core, this
effect has been induced via the chemical binding to different ligands X. Then,
while highly symmetric Mn4O3Cl and Mn4O3OAc clusters [79] show the typ-
ical SMM behaviour, with blocking temperatures in the vicinity of 1 K, the
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spins of a strongly distorted Mn4O3MeOAc [80] remain in equilibrium down
to very low temperatures. In the latter sample, the heat capacity shows the
onset of long-range magnetic order at Tc = 0.2 K [45]. This value is found
to be larger than the maximum critical temperature compatible with dipolar
interactions. Therefore, in this case super-exchange interactions probably play
a non-negligible role. This example shows that conclusions on the existence
of pure dipolar order cannot be drawn from qualitative arguments alone, and
that a quantitative comparison with theoretical predictions are always neces-
sary. Ferromagnetic order has also been observed in crystals of low symmetry
Ni4 clusters, which show one of the highest tunneling rates (of order 10
5 s−1)
ever measured [48,75].
1.5.2 Quantum annealing
An additional trick, based on the above considerations, can be played in
crystals of SMMs having their magnetic anisotropy axes aligned along given
crystallographic directions. Transverse components of the Zeeman interaction
(1.4), i.e. those associated with magnetic field components Hx and Hy, also
induce quantum tunneling of the spins. Since off-diagonal terms play, to some
extent, a role comparable to that of a kinetic energy in the tunneling of a
material particle, the magnetic field enables then to ”tune” the effective tun-
neling mass. This ability has been used to directly detect the existence of
a quantum tunnel splitting [38, 39] and to induce quantum interference phe-
nomena between different tunneling trajectories [37]. Naturally, it can also be
applied to explore the existence of a magnetically ordered phase.
The basic protocol for this ”quantum annealing” (see also [81,82]) is shown
in Fig. 1.7. By increasing the transverse magnetic fieldH⊥, tunneling probabil-
ities are rapidly enhanced, thus at some point spins are able to reach thermal
equilibrium with the lattice. If at this temperature and field the spin system
remains ferromagnetically ordered, a net magnetization will be recorded that
will ”freeze” as the magnetic field is set back to zero through the irreversibil-
ity field Hirr. The latter field, thus also the result of the quantum annealing
process, depend on the experimental probe and its characteristic time scales.
This dependence is shown in 1.7 that compares data derived for Mn12 acetate
using heat capacity [83] and magnetic neutron diffraction experiments [46].
1.5.3 The quantum Ising model
The control of quantum tunneling fluctuations by an external magnetic field
offers an additional and very attractive possibility for fundamental physical
studies. As it has been discussed in section 1.2, dipole-dipole interactions
between highly anisotropic spins (with D → ∞) can be approximated by a
spin-1/2 Ising Hamiltonian. In the presence of a transverse magnetic field, a
crystal of perfectly oriented SMMs can therefore provide a material realization
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Fig. 1.7. Irreversibility transverse magnetic field separating equilibrium and non-
equilibrium conditions of Mn12 acetate spins. Solid and open dots have been de-
termined from specific heat data (experimental time constant ∼ 1 s) and magnetic
neutron diffraction experiments (experimental time constant ∼ 104 s), respectively.
The arrows show schematically the quantum annealing protocol employed to explore
the existence of long-range magnetic order at very low temperatures
of the quantum Ising model [30]. The spin Hamiltonian of this model reads
as follows
H = −S
2
2
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Jijσi,zσj,z −∆
∑
i
σi,x (1.15)
where Jij are longitudinal couplings (here of dipolar origin) and ∆ is the
ground-state tunnel splitting which depends on and vanishes with H⊥. Equa-
tion (1.15) represents the archetypical (and arguably the simplest) model for
a quantum phase transition [40, 41]. The classical long-range order that ex-
ists for H⊥ = ∆ = 0 (ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic) competes with
field-induced quantum fluctuations. The magnetic phase diagram, represent-
ing (Tc, ∆c) [or, equivalently, (Tc, Hc)] points at which magnetic order is sup-
pressed, can be calculated using the mean-field approximation (1.11). The
magnetic phase boundary between the ordered and paramagnetic phases is
defined by the following equation
kBTc(H⊥ = 0)
∆c
= coth
(
∆c
kBTc
)
(1.16)
where Tc(H⊥ = 0) = θ is given by Eq. (1.12). At T = 0, magnetic order is
completely destroyed at ∆c = kBTc(H⊥ = 0).
Quantum phase transitions have been extensively studied in recent years.
Examples include the superconductor insulator transition in cuprates [84–86],
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the onset of antiferromagnetism in heavy fermions [87], the pressure driven
insulator-metal transition in V2O3 [88], and the magnetic transitions driven
by field (LiHoYF4 [89]) or concentration (CrxV1−x alloys [90]). In addition to
their intrinsic interest, a plethora of new properties arise at nonzero temper-
ature.
In spite of this intense activity, pure realizations of the quantum Ising
model with magnetic materials are very scarce. As it happens with dipolar
magnetism in general, lanthanide-based insulators seem to be a natural choice
for these studies [89,91]. However, the strong hyperfine interactions seriously
limit the observation of the intrinsic quantum criticality in these materials
[23,24]. Crystals of single molecule magnets, for which hyperfine interactions
are typically much weaker, are then very attractive candidates.
1.5.4 Magnetic order in Mn12 acetate
Neutron diffraction experiments
The cluster of Mn12 acetate [92], the first and most extensively studied mem-
ber of the family of single-molecule magnets, is shown in Fig. 1.2. It contains
12 manganese atoms linked via oxygen atoms, with a sharply-defined and
monodisperse size. At low temperatures, each of them exhibits slow magnetic
relaxation and hysteresis, due to the combination of an S = 10 magnetic
ground state with appreciable uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. Finally, they or-
ganize to form tetragonal molecular crystals. Monte Carlo simulations [7], as
well as mean field calculations [76], predict that Mn12 acetate must order
ferromagnetically as a result of dipolar interactions between molecular spins.
The critical temperatures derived from these calculations are Tc = 0.5 K and
0.8 K, respectively. Therefore, these crystals seem to offer a nearly perfect
realization of the quantum Ising model (1.15). To which extent this is indeed
the case will be discussed in the following.
Not surprisingly, detecting the presence of long-range magnetic order in
Mn12 faces some important experimental difficulties. Spin reversal via reso-
nant quantum tunneling [33–35, 63] becomes extremely slow at low tempera-
tures (of order two months at T = 2 K). For the time scales ∼ 102 − 104 s of
a typical experiment Tb ∼ 3 K, thus much higher than the ordering temper-
ature Tc. Equilibrium conditions can be explored via the application of the
quantum annealing protocol described above. Magnetic diffraction of thermal
neutrons is a suitable tool for these studies because it can probe different
components of the magnetization vector, in particular Mz [93], in the pres-
ence of a transverse magnetic field. In addition to this, diffraction patterns
provide a very accurate determination of the crystal’s orientation. And finally,
the typical data acquisition times required to obtain reasonably good results
are very long, which gives rise to smaller values of Hirr (see Fig. 1.7). In the
experiments whose results are described below [46], a ∼ 0.5× 0.5× 1.5 mm3
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Fig. 1.8. Left: Longitudinal magnetization Mz of Mn12 acetate obtained from neu-
tron diffraction data measured at µ0H⊥ = 0 after decreasing the transverse magnetic
field from 6 T at each temperature. Solid lines are calculations (for a perfect ori-
entation of the magnetic field perpendicular to the easy axes of all molecules) that
include interactions via the mean-field Hamiltonian (1.7). Right: Reciprocal parallel
susceptibility measured at T > 4.5 K (i.e. above Tb) along the c crystallographic
axis. The solid line is a least-squares linear fit, giving θ = 0.8(1) K
single crystal of deuterated Mn12 acetate was attached to the mixing cham-
ber of a 3He-He4 dilution refrigerator with its c axis perpendicular (up to a
maximum deviation of about 0.1(1) degrees) to the magnetic field.
Given the strong magnetic anisotropy of Mn12 clusters, the magnetization
is confined in the plane defined by c and H, with components Mz and M⊥,
respectively. At 4 K, that is, in the paramagnetic state, Mz = 0 and M⊥ is pro-
portional to H⊥. For T ≤ 900 mK, by contrast, a large additional contribution
to the magnetic diffraction intensities shows up for µ0H⊥ < 5 T, but only pro-
vided that H⊥ is first raised above Hirr at each temperature. As shown in Fig.
1.8, this contribution reflects the onset of a non-zero spontaneous Mz below
Tc = 0.9(1) K. The latter value is close to the Weiss temperature θ ' 0.8(1) K
extracted from the extrapolation of 1/χ′zz data measured above Tb (Fig. 1.8).
These data suggest that Mn12 acetate does indeed order ferromagnetically, as
predicted. The experimental Tc is in good agreement with mean-field calcula-
tions [76]. However, it is nearly a factor two larger than the critical tempera-
ture derived from Monte Carlo calculations for pure dipolar interactions [7].
Therefore, the presence of weak super-exchange interactions contributing to
enhance the magnetic ordering temperature of Mn12 acetate cannot be com-
pletely ruled-out. The same conclusion was derived from the analysis of the
susceptibilities and Weiss temperatures of different Mn12 derivatives [54].
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Fig. 1.9. Left: Longitudinal magnetization Mz of Mn12 acetate measured while
decreasing the transverse magnetic field µ0H⊥ from 6 T at T = 47 mK. The solid
line has been calculated using Eq. (1.7) and the parameters given in the text. Right:
Magnetic phase diagram of Mn12 acetate. The dotted line was obtained using the
mean-field Hamiltonian (1.7) for perfectly aligned anisotropy axes. The solid line is
the mean field prediction following from the random-field Hamiltonian (1.18), which
includes effects of molecular disorder [50]
Another remarkable finding, shown in Fig. 1.9, is the strong dependence of
Mz on H⊥. At the minimum temperature T = 47 mK, Mz is approximately
zero for µ0H⊥ > 5.5(5) T and then it increases when decreasing µ0H⊥, reach-
ing 16µB per molecule at zero field. These results show that a transverse
magnetic field tends to suppress the ferromagnetic order. The Tc −Hc mag-
netic phase diagram of Mn12 acetate is shown on the right-hand panel of Fig.
1.9. A ferromagnetic phase exists for sufficiently low temperatures and trans-
verse magnetic fields. The qualitative resemblance between the effects caused
by temperature and field is typical of systems undergoing a quantum phase
transition. However, as it is argued in the following, understanding the true
nature of the field-dependent transition can only be achieved by a quantitative
comparison to theoretical simulations.
Comparison to the quantum Ising model predictions
For a perfectly oriented crystal of Mn12 molecules in a transverse magnetic
field, the mean-field Hamiltonian (1.7) can be written as
H = − DS2z +BS4z +
C
2
(
S4+ + S
4
−
)
− gµBH⊥ (Sx cosφ+ Sy sinφ)− Jeff〈Sz〉Sz (1.17)
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Spectroscopic measurements [94–99] give g = 1.9, D/kB = 0.6 K, B/kB =
−10−3 K, and C/kB = −6.1×10−5 K. Experiments performed on single crys-
tals [98] provide also the orientation of the fourth-order anisotropy axes x and
y with respect to the crystallographic axes a and b. In the neutron diffrac-
tion experiments, H was approximately parallel to the 11¯0 crystallographic
direction, which corresponds to φ ' pi/4. The mean-field constant Jeff was set
to 9 × 10−3kB that, according to Eq. (1.12), fits the experimental Tc = 0.9
K. The above Jeff value is close to 7.5 × 10−3kB determined from quantum
tunneling experiments described in section 1.3.3.
Predictions for Mz as a function of temperature and magnetic field that
follow from Eq. (1.17) are shown in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9(A). These calculations
account reasonably well for the temperature dependence of Mz measured at
H⊥ = 0. The fact that Mz remains smaller than the saturation magnetiza-
tion of 19µB per molecule even at T → 0 can be ascribed to non equilibrium
effects. It probably arises from reversed spins that remain frozen as the mag-
netic field is reduced below µ0Hirr ' 4 T, because quantum tunneling rates
become then extremely slow. However, the same model fails to account for
the field-dependent behavior. In particular, the zero-temperature critical field
µ0Hc(T = 0), at which quantum fluctuations finally destroy the long-range
ferromagnetic order, is close to 8 T, thus considerably higher than the exper-
imental µ0Hc ' 5.5 T. The discrepancy manifests itself also in the shape of
the magnetic phase diagram at low temperatures, shown in Fig. 1.9(B).
Molecular disorder: random-field magnetism in Mn12 acetate
In the original analysis of the neutron diffraction experiments [46], the field-
dependent magnetization was fitted by introducing a large and positive fourth-
order off-diagonal parameter C, which ”helps” the magnetic field in generating
sufficiently strong quantum fluctuations. Disorder in the orientation of acetic
acid solvent molecules can lower the local symmetry of Mn12 molecules and
give rise, for some of them, to additional off-diagonal terms, such as E(S2x −
S2y), not allowed for the ideal molecular symmetry [100]. The presence of
such terms has been put into evidence by magnetic relaxation [101, 102] and
spectroscopic experiments [98], which are described elsewhere in this book.
However, introducing such terms in Eq. (1.17) cannot, by itself, account for
either the value of Hc or the magnetic-field diagram that are experimentally
observed.
Molecular disorder can, however, affect ferromagnetism in a different, sub-
tle manner. Some of the different isomers, associated with given orientations
of the interstitial molecules with respect to Mn12 cores, have their easy axes
z tilted with respect to the crystallographic c axis [100]. The tilting angles
δ have been estimated by several experimental methods and turn out to be
rather small, of the order of 1 deg., or even less [98, 103]. At zero field, it is
therefore expected that their influence on the ferromagnetic order be small.
However, their presence makes itself felt when a magnetic field is applied per-
pendicular to c. As it was first pointed out by Millis and co-workers [10], some
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molecular sites then ”see” a nonzero bias field Hz, which for H⊥ ≥ 3 become
already stronger than the maximum Heff associated with intermolecular mag-
netic interactions. Furthermore, the bias is randomly distributed among the
different sites.
In order to describe these effects, the mean-field Hamiltonian for each
molecule at site ri must include an additional random-field term [10,50]
H(ri) = − DS2z +BS4z +
C
2
(
S4+ + S
4
−
)− gµBH⊥(ri) (Sx cosφ+ Sy sinφ)
− gµBHz(ri)Sz − Jeff〈Sz〉Sz (1.18)
As can be expected, the effect of disorder is to suppress magnetic order for
applied magnetic field values H that are significantly smaller than the critical
field of the pure quantum Ising model (1.7). The solid line in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 1.9 shows the magnetic phase diagram derived [50] from Eq.
(1.18), using the distribution of random easy axes tilts calculated by Park
and co-workers [104]. In [50], it was shown that this model gives a fair ac-
count of the Weiss temperatures determined from the extrapolation of the re-
ciprocal susceptibility (see Fig. 1.8), although its predictions tend to slightly
overestimate Hc at any temperature. It can be seen that it also provides a
better description of the low-T/high-H⊥ behavior obtained from magnetic
neutron diffraction experiments. However, the discrepancy between experi-
mental and theoretical values of Hc is even larger than that derived from
magnetic data [50]. This suggests that the degree of interstitial disorder can
be different for different crystals of Mn12 acetate and that these differences
manifest themselves in the magnetic phase diagram.
These results illustrate the rich physical behavior of Mn12 acetate in the
presence of a transverse magnetic field. This system provides a unique oppor-
tunity to investigate the interplay between dipolar interactions and random-
ness and represents one of the best material realizations of the random-field
Ising model known to date.
1.6 Magnetic order and quantum phase transition in Fe8
The previous section illustrates some of the difficulties met in the search of
pure quantum phase transitions with SMMs: molecular disorder turns Mn12
acetate into a realization of the classical random-field Ising model. In this
section, I review experimental work performed on a crystal of Fe8 SMMs [49].
This molecular material [105] possesses some properties that make it especially
well suited for these studies, viz (i) classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
suggest a ferromagnetic ground state with Tc = 0.54 K [7] (ii) hyperfine
interactions are much smaller than both the magnetic anisotropy and dipolar
interactions, thus they cannot perturb quantum dynamics of SMMs and (iii)
disorder is weak enough to avoid sizable random fields.
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Fig. 1.10. A: Longitudinal in-phase ac susceptibility of Fe8 measured at ω/2pi = 333
Hz and for different values of the transverse magnetic field H⊥. B: Shift of the
superparamagnetic blocking temperatures with increasing H⊥. The solid line shows
theoretical predictions for quantum spin-phonon relaxation that follow from Pauli’s
master equation as described in [60].
Each Fe8 molecule (brief for [(C6H15N3)6Fe8O2(OH)12]) has a spin S =
10 and a strong uniaxial magnetic anisotropy [106]. It can be described by
Hamiltonian (1.3) with D/kB = 0.294 K, E/kB = 0.046 K, and g = 2 [106,
107]. x, y and z correspond to the hard, medium and easy magnetization axes
that, in the triclinic crystal structure of Fe8, are common to all molecules [108].
Ac magnetic susceptibility experiments, reported in [49], were performed
down to 90 mK on a 1.6 mg single crystal of approximate dimensions 1×2×1
mm3. The magnetic easy axis z was oriented approximately parallel to the
ac excitation magnetic field. Therefore, these experiments give access to the
longitudinal linear magnetic response that is expected to diverge close to a
magnetic phase transition. The dc magnetic field was then carefully aligned
with respect to the crystal axes with the help of a 9 T×1 T×1 T supercon-
ducting vector magnet, using the strong dependence of the paramagnetic χ′zz
on the magnetic field orientation [49]. It was found that
−→
H is perpendicular
(±0.05◦) to z and close (φ ' 68◦) to the medium y axis.
As expected for a high-anisotropy SMM, the ac susceptibility (Figure 1.10)
of Fe8 deviates from equilibrium for low H⊥ and low T , as shown by the
vanishing of χ′zz. The superparamagnetic blocking temperature Tb strongly
depends on frequency. However, even for the lowest available frequencies, Tb
remains much higher than 1 K, thus also higher than the expected critical
temperature. The same applies to heat capacity experiments that have been
discussed in section 1.3.1 (cf Fig. 1.3).
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Fig. 1.11. Reciprocal in-phase ac susceptibility measured at µ0H⊥ = 2.25 T as a
function of T (left) and at T = 0.110 K as a function of H⊥ (right). The crossovers
between the ”Curie-Weiss” law, observed at either high T or high H⊥ (dotted
blue lines), and the ferromagnetic limit 1/χ′max = N˜zz (solid red lines) give Tc
(= 0.34(1)K) and µ0Hc (= 2.65(5) T), respectively
As with Mn12 acetate, this situation can be reversed by enhancing quan-
tum spin fluctuations via the application of H⊥. As shown in Fig. 1.10, in-
creasing H⊥ reduces Tb, thus showing that spins are able to attain thermal
equilibrium at progressively lower temperatures. It is interesting to mention
also that, besides enhancing the spin dynamics, the magnetic field also lowers
the paramagnetic susceptibility. This decrease can be associated with the re-
duction of the effective Sz by quantum fluctuations as well as with the decrease
in the paramagnetic Weiss temperature (see below). Both effects become more
noticeable for H⊥ ≥ 1 T, as seen in Fig. 1.10.
Experiments show that χ′zz becomes independent of frequency, thus it
reaches full equilibrium, for µ0H⊥ ≥ 2 T. Above this field, Tb ≤ 0.1 K. Un-
der these conditions, it is possible to explore the existence of a magnetic
phase transition in Fe8 and study its critical behavior. As shown in Fig.
1.11(A), 1/χ′zz measured at µ0H⊥ = 2.25 T follows the Curie-Weiss law at
sufficiently high T , becoming independent of T below 0.34 K, which we take
as the critical temperature Tc at this field. Furthermore, the saturation value
1/χmax = 9.5(5) cm
3Oe/emu agrees well with the demagnetizing factor of
our sample N˜zz = 10(1) cm
3Oe/emu. As discussed in section 1.2.2, this is
the behavior expected for an equilibrium ferromagnetic phase transition. Ad-
ditional evidence supporting the existence of a transition to a ferromagnetic
phase is found in the results of neutron diffraction experiments, similar to
those described above for the case of Mn12 acetate [49].
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The ferromagnetic character of the low temperature phase agrees with
theoretical predictions for the magnetic order resulting from dipole-dipole in-
teractions [7,109]. However, to find out if this transition is dominantly driven
by such interactions, one needs to compare also the experimental and theoret-
ical values of Tc. Unfortunately, equilibrium properties cannot be measured in
Fe8 below 1 K for H⊥ = 0. Yet, it is still possible to estimate Tc ' θ, using θ
determined from the Curie-Weiss fit of the reciprocal susceptibility measured
above Tb. This method is particularly appropriate here, as the limiting value
1/χmax is known from experiments performed for µ0H⊥ ≥ 2 T (see, for in-
stance, Fig. 1.11). It gives Tc(H⊥ = 0) = 0.60(5) K, in very good agreement
with the theoretical Tc = 0.54 K derived from Monte Carlo calculations [7]. It
can be then be safely concluded that Fe8 becomes a pure dipolar ferromagnet
at very low temperatures.
The reciprocal susceptibility shows a very similar behavior when H⊥ is
varied at constant T (Fig. 1.11(B)). Again, 1/χ′zz depends linearly on H⊥
until it saturates (to the same value ' N˜zz) below µ0Hc = 2.65(5) T, which
we take as the critical magnetic field at T = 110 mK. These experiments
evidence that, also in Fe8, a sufficiently strong transverse magnetic field can
destroy ferromagnetic order. However, as we shall see below, the nature of
this transition is qualitatively different from that observed in Mn12 acetate.
Before discussing this question in more detail, it is worth examining the critical
behavior of the susceptibility, i.e. its temperature and field dependencies close
to the phase transition.
The intrinsic susceptibility χ′i,zz, corrected from demagnetizing effects, is
plotted vs the reduced temperature (T/Tc − 1) (at µ0H⊥ = 2.33 T) and field
(H⊥/Hc − 1) (at T = 110 mK) in Fig. 1.12. Under equilibrium conditions,
χ′i,zz should follow, as it approximately does, the power laws
χ′i,zz =
(
T − Tc
Tc
)−γcl
, χ′i,zz =
(
H⊥ −Hc
Hc
)−γqu
(1.19)
The slopes give critical exponents γcl = 1.1(1) and γqu = 1.0(1), in good
agreement with γ = 1 of the mean-field universality class. This result agrees
with the prediction that the marginal dimensionality for mean-field behavior
is d∗ = 3 in an Ising dipolar ferromagnet [14] and with the fact that the
critical exponents for the field-induced transition at T → 0 become equivalent
to those of the classical transition in (d+ 1) dimensions [110].
The Hc-Tc magnetic phase diagram of Fe8 is shown in Fig 1.13. Each data
point in this diagram was obtained by linearly extrapolating 1/χ′zz, measured
either as a function of temperature at a fixed H⊥ or as a function of magnetic
field at constant T . A third method, which provides equivalent results, con-
sists of using the scaling plots of Fig. 1.12 to determine Tc independently. As
expected, Tc decreases when quantum fluctuations increase, i.e. with increas-
ing H⊥, thus ferromagnetism survives only for sufficiently low temperatures
or magnetic fields.
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Fig. 1.12. Log-log plot of demagnetization-corrected χ′i,zz of Fe8 vs the reduced
temperature (for µ0H⊥ = 2.33 T with Tc = 0.31 K, ◦) and field (at T = 0.110 K
with µ0Hc = 2.65 T, •). The linear fits give critical exponents γcl ' 1.1(1) and
γqu ' 1.0(1)
The experiments can be compared with predictions following from the S =
10 quantum Ising model (1.7), using the fact that all anisotropy parameters
as well as the magnetic field orientation are accurately known. As Fig. 1.13
shows, a very good fit is obtained for Jeff/kB = 6×10−3 K, which, following Eq.
(1.12), gives Tc equal to the experimental value of 0.6 K at zero field. Classical
Monte Carlo simulations of the same model give, by contrast, the classical
phase boundary shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1.13. This boundary is well
approximated by Hc(Tc) = Hc(0) [1− Tc/Tc(H⊥ = 0)]1/2. In this model Hc(0)
equals the anisotropy field HK = 2
[
D − E (sin2 φ− cos2 φ)] /gµBS ' 3.8 T,
which clearly overestimates the experimental critical field due to the absence
of quantum fluctuations. The existence of a quantum critical point in Fe8
can therefore be safely concluded. In summary, these results show that Fe8
provides a close approximation of the archetypical quantum Ising model in
a transverse magnetic field. Recently, the magnetic field dependence of the
high-T susceptibility of Mn12-acetate-MeOH has also been found to be in
agreement with the quantum Ising model [111]. This high symmetry Mn12-
acetate variant has the same spin structure, anisotropy and similar lattice
constants to the original Mn12-acetate but has minimal solvent disorder [111,
112]. An important implication of this study is that magnetic order in two
chemically very similar SMMs can be described by distinct physical models.
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Fig. 1.13. Hc-Tc phase diagram determined from the linear extrapolation of 1/χ
′ to
1/χmax. • and ◦ correspond to Tc > Tb and Tc < Tb, respectively; ?, data determined
from susceptibility scaling plots, as those shown in Fig. 1.12. Solid line, quantum
mean-field calculation of the phase boundary using Eq. (1.7) and the parameters
given in the text; dashed line, classical phase diagram, derived from Monte Carlo
simulations
1.7 Conclusions and outlook
The results reviewed in this chapter show that, despite their name, the physics
of SMMs deviates from the image of an isolated molecule, especially at very
low temperatures. In a crystal of SMMs, dipolar interactions induce the on-
set of long-range order. These materials provide therefore examples of pure
dipolar magnets, of which so few exist in Nature.
Especially attractive are studies of long-range order in the presence of
a transverse magnetic field, as those described in sections 1.5 and 1.6. The
magnetic ground state results then from a subtle competition between dipolar
couplings, quantum fluctuations, and random bias magnetic fields caused by
molecular tilts, that is, by local disorder. The underlying physics is very rich,
and depends qualitatively on the relative energy scales of these three interac-
tions. In Mn12 acetate, random fields generated by molecular tilts dominantly
suppresses ferromagnetism. By contrast, disorder-free Fe8 undergoes a quan-
tum phase transition at T → 0, purely induced by quantum fluctuations
generated by the transverse magnetic field. Within this interpretation, Mz
vanishes above the critical field because the magnetic ground state becomes
a quantum superposition of ’spin-up’ and ’spin-down’ states, a mesoscopic
magnetic ”Schro¨dinger’s cat”.
Molecular materials offer the possibility to realize in the lab two archetyp-
ical models, with broad interest for Magnetism and Solid State Physics: the
random-field Ising model and the quantum Ising model. In this respect, molec-
ular systems are appealing because properties such as the spin, magnetic
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anisotropy, and lattice symmetry can be controlled, to some extent, by chem-
ical design. These possibility might enable experimentalists to explore situa-
tions which have not been realized yet, such as low-dimensional (i.e planes or
chains) dipolar lattices, for which important deviations from the mean-field
behavior can be expected [113], or situations with finite anisotropies that
cannot be described by an Ising interaction Hamiltonian.
Quantum entanglement is enhanced near a quantum phase transition [114].
In molecular nanomagnets, the long-range character of the dominant dipolar
interactions might lead to new sources of multipartite entanglement, thus
change its range with respect to that found in spin systems with dominant
nearest neighbor interactions. Entanglement is one of the resources for quan-
tum computation and communication [115]. In my opinion, the measure and
characterization of spin entanglement, and the study how quantum informa-
tion propagates across a crystal of SMMs near the Tc −Hc phase boundary
provide fascinating, yet unexplored, topics for research.
The above considerations refer to equilibrium magnetic properties of
molecular crystals. However, SMMs are famous for displaying fascinating dy-
namical phenomena, such as hysteresis, i.e. magnetic memory, and quantum
spin tunneling. The experiments described in the present chapter, an a few
others, suggest that pure quantum tunneling processes, despite their inher-
ently temperature-independent character, are nevertheless able to bring the
spin system into its thermal equilibrium state, be it paramagnetic or mag-
netically ordered. How this mechanism actually works and, in particular, how
energy is exchanged between spins and phonons, is not clear yet and deserves
to be investigated further. An interesting, related question is how magnetic
correlations grow below Tc, especially when spins are only able to flip by
tunneling. This question has been addressed by Monte Carlo simulations [32]
performed on the basis of the Prokof’ev and Stamp model for pure quantum
tunneling [31], but needs to be tested experimentally. Another relatively un-
explored area, especially from the experimental point of view, refers to the
structure of domain walls in dipolar ferromagnets and their classical or quan-
tum dynamics.
Close to a phase transition, the system dynamics tends to suffer from
a ”critical slowing down” [116]. The study of such non-equilibrium critical
phenomena came to the fore when it was shown that they give information on
the formation and the structure of defects in the early Universe and that some
experiments could be carried out on real systems available at the laboratory
[116]. An example is the formation of vortices in the vicinity of the (classical)
phase transition of superfluid Helium at Tλ = 2.14 K [117]. Crystals of SMMs
offer the possibility to investigate non-equilibrium spin dynamics (e.g. the
nucleation of domain walls) across a quantum critical point (T ' 0, Hc). These
studies can reveal the influence of quantum fluctuations [118] and might be
relevant to the implementation of adiabatic quantum computation schemes
[119] in crystals of SMMs.
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